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Our aim is to investigateOur aim is to investigate
QCD Thermodynamics with WilsonQCD Thermodynamics with Wilson--type quarkstype quarks

Brief review on Brief review on Lattice QCD at finite TLattice QCD at finite T (zero (zero μμ))

Why do we need Why do we need ““Hot QCD with WilsonHot QCD with Wilson--type quarkstype quarks”” ??

Why is Why is ““Hot QCD with WilsonHot QCD with Wilson--type quarkstype quarks”” difficult ?difficult ?

How do we overcome the difficulties ?How do we overcome the difficulties ?
-- We propose We propose ““TT--integration methodintegration method””
-- Test in quenched QCDTest in quenched QCD

Toward Toward NfNf=2+1 QCD Thermodynamics=2+1 QCD Thermodynamics
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Introduction
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Physics in Lattice QCD at finite temperaturePhysics in Lattice QCD at finite temperature

Phase diagram in (T, Phase diagram in (T, μμ, m, mudud, m, mss))

Transition temperatureTransition temperature

Equation of state ( e, p, s,...)Equation of state ( e, p, s,...)

Heavy Heavy quarkoniumquarkonium

Transport coefficients (shear/bulk viscosity)Transport coefficients (shear/bulk viscosity)

Finite chemical potentialFinite chemical potential

etc...etc...

These are important to studyThese are important to study
-- Quark Gluon Plasma in Heavy Ion Collision exp.Quark Gluon Plasma in Heavy Ion Collision exp.
-- Early universeEarly universe
-- Neutron starNeutron star
-- etc...etc...

quantitative studiesquantitative studies

qualitative studiesqualitative studies
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Hot QCD on the lattice
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Finite T Field Theory on the latticeFinite T Field Theory on the lattice
4dim. Euclidean lattice4dim. Euclidean lattice
gauge field Ugauge field Uμμ(x) (x) periodic B.C.periodic B.C.
quark field quark field q(xq(x) ) antianti--periodic B.C.periodic B.C.
Temperature T=1/(NTemperature T=1/(Ntta)a)

Input parametersInput parameters :  :  ββ(=6/g(=6/g22)   (lattice gauge coupling))   (lattice gauge coupling)
((NfNf=2+1 QCD)=2+1 QCD) amamudud (light (up & down) quark masses)(light (up & down) quark masses)

amamss (strange quark mass)(strange quark mass)
NNtt (temperature)(temperature)

(*) lattice spacing (*) lattice spacing ““aa”” is not an input parameteris not an input parameter
a=a(a=a(ββ, , amamudud, , amamss ))

Temperature Temperature T=1/(NT=1/(Ntta)a) is varied by is varied by a a at fixed at fixed NNtt
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Fermions on the lattice
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Lattice QCD Lattice QCD 
Path integral is carried out by Monte Carlo IntegrationPath integral is carried out by Monte Carlo Integration
QCD action is defined on the latticeQCD action is defined on the lattice

Fermion doubling problemFermion doubling problem
•• naive naive discretizationdiscretization causes 2causes 244 doublersdoublers
•• NielsenNielsen--NinomiyaNinomiya’’ss NoNo--go theoremgo theorem

Doublers appear unless Doublers appear unless chiralchiral symmetry is brokensymmetry is broken

KS (Staggered) fermionKS (Staggered) fermion
-- 16 doublers = 4 16 doublers = 4 spinorsspinors x 4 flavors (x 4 flavors (““tastestastes””))
-- Remnant U(1) symmetryRemnant U(1) symmetry
-- Fourth root trick : still debatedFourth root trick : still debated
-- Numerical cost is lowNumerical cost is low

and ...and ...
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Fermions on the lattice
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Wilson fermionWilson fermion
-- adds the Wilson term to kill extra 2adds the Wilson term to kill extra 244--1 doublers1 doublers
-- breaks breaks chiralchiral symmetry explicitly symmetry explicitly additive mass additive mass renormrenorm..
-- Improved version (Clover fermion) is widely used.Improved version (Clover fermion) is widely used.
-- Numerical cost is moderateNumerical cost is moderate

Domain Wall fermionDomain Wall fermion
-- 5dim. formulation5dim. formulation
-- Symmetry breaking effect mSymmetry breaking effect mresres 0 as N0 as N55 ∞∞
-- Numerical cost is highNumerical cost is high

Overlap fermionOverlap fermion
-- Exact Exact chiralchiral symmetrysymmetry
-- Numerical cost is very highNumerical cost is very high
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Recent lattice calculations of EOS

HotHot--QCD:   QCD:   aTaT=1/4, 1/6, 1/8=1/4, 1/6, 1/8 KS (p4 & KS (p4 & AsqtadAsqtad) quark) quark
pionpion massmass ~ ~ 220MeV,  N220MeV,  Nff=2+1=2+1
arXiv:0903.4379 [hetarXiv:0903.4379 [het--lat]lat]

p4       (RBCp4       (RBC--Bielefeld Bielefeld CollabCollab.).)
AsqtadAsqtad (MILC (MILC CollabCollab.).)

Wuppertal:Wuppertal: aTaT=1/4, 1/6=1/4, 1/6 KS (stout) quarkKS (stout) quark
pionpion mass ~ 140MeV, Nmass ~ 140MeV, Nff=2+1=2+1
JHEP 0601 (2006) 089JHEP 0601 (2006) 089

CPCP--PACS:    PACS:    aTaT=1/4, 1/6=1/4, 1/6 Wilson (MFI Clover) quarkWilson (MFI Clover) quark
pionpion mass ~ 500MeV, Nmass ~ 500MeV, Nff=2=2
Phys. Rev. D64 (2001) 074510Phys. Rev. D64 (2001) 074510

/31

T=1/(aNT=1/(aNtt))
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Brief review on Lattice QCD at finite T (zero Brief review on Lattice QCD at finite T (zero μμ))

Why do we need Why do we need ““Hot QCD with WilsonHot QCD with Wilson--type quarkstype quarks”” ??

Why is Why is ““Hot QCD with WilsonHot QCD with Wilson--type quarkstype quarks”” difficult ?difficult ?

How do we overcome the difficulties ?How do we overcome the difficulties ?
-- We propose We propose ““TT--integration methodintegration method””
-- Test in quenched QCDTest in quenched QCD

Toward Toward NfNf=2+1 QCD Thermodynamics=2+1 QCD Thermodynamics
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Problems in QCD Thermo. with KS fermions 
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Many QCD thermo. calc. were done with KS fermions.Many QCD thermo. calc. were done with KS fermions.

Phase diagramPhase diagram
NNff=2 =2 masslessmassless QCD QCD O(4) critical O(4) critical exponetsexponets
KS fermion does not exhibit expected O(4) scalingKS fermion does not exhibit expected O(4) scaling
C. C. BonatiBonati et al.        (KS et al.        (KS NNff=2    ) =2    ) (1st order ?)(1st order ?)
((Wilson fermion shows O(4)Wilson fermion shows O(4), but at rather heavy masses), but at rather heavy masses)

RBCRBC--Bi & Wuppertal (KS Bi & Wuppertal (KS NNff=2+1) =2+1) crossovercrossover

Transition temperature (crossover transition in KS studies)Transition temperature (crossover transition in KS studies)
KS results are not consistent with each otherKS results are not consistent with each other

MILC : MILC : 169(12)(4)MeV(*)169(12)(4)MeV(*) Phys. Rev. D71 (2005) 034504Phys. Rev. D71 (2005) 034504
RBCRBC--Bi : Bi : 192(7)(4)MeV192(7)(4)MeV Phys. Rev. D74 (2006) 054507Phys. Rev. D74 (2006) 054507

Wuppertal : Wuppertal : 146(2)(3)MeV146(2)(3)MeV JHEP06 (2009) 088JHEP06 (2009) 088
(*)(*)TTcc at at mmqq=0=0

WuppertalWuppertal TTcc(L)(L)≠≠TTcc((χχ)) ,    Hot,    Hot--QCD QCD TTcc(L(L)=)=TTcc((χχ),   ),   

EOSEOS
KS results are not consistent with each otherKS results are not consistent with each other
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Hot-QCD Collab. vs Wuppertal group  
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Y.AokiY.Aoki et al., JHEP06 (2009) 088et al., JHEP06 (2009) 088
chiralchiral susceptibilitysusceptibility

renormalized renormalized chiralchiral condensatecondensate

(In Sect.4: conclusions, outlooks)
As a final remark we have to mention 
that the staggered formalism used in 
this work and all other large scale 
thermodynamics studies may suffer 
from theoretical problems. To date it is 
not proven that the staggered 
formalism with 2+1 flavors really 
describes QCD in the continuum limit. 
Therefore it is desirable to also study 
QCD thermodynamics with a 
theoretically firmly established (e.g. 
Wilson type) fermion discretization.

We have to study the QCDWe have to study the QCD--EOSEOS
with Wilsonwith Wilson--type fermions !!type fermions !!
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for large volume system

Lattice QCD can not directly calculate the partition function

however its derivative is possible

high temp.

low temp.
with p⋍0

One can obtain p as the integral of derivative of p

Integral method to calculate pressure p/T4

T=0 subtractionT=0 subtraction

/31
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In case of Nf=2+1 QCD
there are three (bare) parameters:  β, (amud) and (ams)

β

mq

The physics (observables) should be kept along the integral path.
Line of Constant Physics (LCP) defined at T=0
Inaccuracy of the LCP is a source of systematic error in EOS.

Integral on the path is carried out numerically.
T=0 subtractions are necessary at each point.

low T (small 1/a)
p0≃0

high T (large 1/a)
p(T)

parameter space

integral path

integral path

xx

xx xx xx xx
xx

xx
xx xx xx

Line of constant physics (LCP)

/31
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Numerical cost for EOS calculations
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In the EOS calculation,In the EOS calculation,
T=0 calculations dominate in spite of T>0 study.T=0 calculations dominate in spite of T>0 study.

Search for a Line of Constant Physics (LCP)Search for a Line of Constant Physics (LCP)

T=0 subtraction at each temperature T=0 subtraction at each temperature 

T=0 simulations are time consuming.T=0 simulations are time consuming.
-- NNtt is sufficiently large  (e.g. is sufficiently large  (e.g. 242433x24x24 at T=0, at T=0, 242433x6x6 at T>0 )at T>0 )
-- small Dirac small Dirac eigenvalueseigenvalues (larger cost for D(larger cost for D--11(x,y))(x,y))
(cost at T=0) = (5~20) x (cost at T>0) (cost at T=0) = (5~20) x (cost at T>0) 

Even with the KS fermions,Even with the KS fermions,
EOS at NEOS at Ntt=8 is the best with current computer resources. =8 is the best with current computer resources. 
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Further problems in Wilson-type quarks
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CPCP--PACS, PACS, 
Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 034501Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 034501

1.5GeV1.5GeV

2.0GeV2.0GeV

3.0GeV3.0GeV
lattice cutofflattice cutoff

NonperturbativeNonperturbative improvement of Wilson fermions :improvement of Wilson fermions :
clover coefficient clover coefficient ccswsw by the Schrodinger functional methodby the Schrodinger functional method

Large uncertainty of Large uncertainty of ccswsw
at 1/a < 2GeVat 1/a < 2GeV
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Further problems in Wilson-type quarks
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RBC & HotRBC & Hot--QCD, QCD, 
Lattice 2008 Lattice 2008 

Residual quark massResidual quark mass
is not well controlledis not well controlled
at 1/a < 2GeVat 1/a < 2GeV
(at typical L(at typical Lss))

1.5GeV1.5GeV

Residual quark mass Residual quark mass mmresres in Domain Wall fermionin Domain Wall fermion

RBC & HOTRBC & HOT--QCD QCD CollabCollab. gave up . gave up NNtt=8, L=8, Lss=32 Domain Wall project=32 Domain Wall project..
NNtt=8, L=8, Lss=96 project on progress=96 project on progress
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Further problems in Wilson-type quarks
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Coarse lattice generally causes various problems.Coarse lattice generally causes various problems.
1/a > 2GeV is safe to calculate physics at T=0 & T>0.1/a > 2GeV is safe to calculate physics at T=0 & T>0.

overlap fermionoverlap fermion

JLQCD, JLQCD, 
TQFT(YITP) 2008 TQFT(YITP) 2008 
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How large Nt is safe ?
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safe region ?safe region ?

integral method needs low T (p=0)integral method needs low T (p=0)

T T vsvs 1/a  at various Nt1/a  at various Nt

303033

151533

606033

757533

454533

(3fm/a)(3fm/a)33
==

Situation for Situation for TTcc calc.calc.
is similar to the EOSis similar to the EOS

Phase diagram studyPhase diagram study
needs more cost !!needs more cost !!
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Fixed scale approach to study QCD thermodynamics
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Temperature Temperature T=1/(NT=1/(Ntta)a) is varied by is varied by NNtt at fixed at fixed a(a(ββ, m, mudud, m, mss))

safe region ?safe region ?

integral method needs low T (p=0)integral method needs low T (p=0)

303033

151533

606033

757533

454533

(3fm/a)(3fm/a)33

==

fixed scale approachfixed scale approach

AdvantagesAdvantages
-- LCP is trivially exactLCP is trivially exact
-- T=0 subtraction is doneT=0 subtraction is done

with a common T=0 with a common T=0 simsim..
(T=0 high. stat. spectrum)(T=0 high. stat. spectrum)

-- easy to keep large 1/aeasy to keep large 1/a
at whole T regionat whole T region

-- easy to study T effect easy to study T effect 
without V, 1/a effectswithout V, 1/a effects

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
-- T resolution by integer NT resolution by integer Ntt
-- program for odd Nprogram for odd Ntt
-- 1/a = const. is not suited 1/a = const. is not suited 

for high T limit study for high T limit study 
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T-integration method to calculate the EOS
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We propose a new method (We propose a new method (““TT--integration methodintegration method””) ) 
to calculate the EOS at fixed scalesto calculate the EOS at fixed scales

Our method is based on Our method is based on the trace anomaly (interaction measure),the trace anomaly (interaction measure),

and and the thermodynamic relation.the thermodynamic relation.

T.UmedaT.Umeda et al. (WHOTet al. (WHOT--QCD), Phys.Rev.D79 (2009) 051501(R)QCD), Phys.Rev.D79 (2009) 051501(R)
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Simulation parameters (isotropic lattices)
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We present results from SU(3) gauge theory We present results from SU(3) gauge theory as a test of our methodas a test of our method

plaquette gauge action on plaquette gauge action on NNss
33 x Nx Ntt latticeslattices

Jackknife analysis with appropriate binJackknife analysis with appropriate bin--sizesize

To study scaleTo study scale-- & volume& volume--dependence,dependence,
we prepare 3we prepare 3--type of lattices.type of lattices.

(1)(1) ββ=6.0, V=(16a)=6.0, V=(16a)33

1/a=2.1GeV1/a=2.1GeV
(2)(2) ββ=6.0, V=(24a)=6.0, V=(24a)33

1/a=2.1GeV1/a=2.1GeV
(3)(3) ββ=6.2, V=(22a)=6.2, V=(22a)33

1/a=2.5GeV1/a=2.5GeV
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Simulation parameters (anisotropic lattice)
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Anisotropic lattice is useful to increase Temp. resolution,Anisotropic lattice is useful to increase Temp. resolution,
we also test our method on an anisotropic lattice  awe also test our method on an anisotropic lattice  ass≠≠ aatt

plaquette gauge action on Nplaquette gauge action on Nss
33 x Nx Ntt lattices lattices 

with anisotropy with anisotropy ξξ=a=ass/a/att=4=4

ββ=6.1, =6.1, ξξ=4 =4 
V=(20aV=(20ass))33

=(1.95fm)=(1.95fm)33

1/a1/ass=2.0GeV=2.0GeV
1/a1/att=8.1GeV=8.1GeV

-- EOS calculationEOS calculation

-- static quarkstatic quark
free energyfree energy

V=(20aV=(20ass))33

=(1.95fm)=(1.95fm)33

V=(30aV=(30ass))33

=(2.92fm)=(2.92fm)33

V=(40aV=(40ass))33

=(3.89fm)=(3.89fm)33

-- critical temp.critical temp.
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Trace anomaly   ( e - 3p )/T4 on isotropic lattices
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beta function  : beta function  : G.BoydG.Boyd et al. (et al. (’’96)96)
lattice scale rlattice scale r00 : : R.EdwardsR.Edwards et al. (et al. (’’98)98)

(1) (1) ββ=6.0, 1/a=2.1GeV, V=(1.5fm)=6.0, 1/a=2.1GeV, V=(1.5fm)33

(2) (2) ββ=6.0, 1/a=2.1GeV, V=(2.2fm)=6.0, 1/a=2.1GeV, V=(2.2fm)33

(3) (3) ββ=6.2, 1/a=2.5GeV, V=(1.5fm)=6.2, 1/a=2.5GeV, V=(1.5fm)33

dotted lines : cubic splinedotted lines : cubic spline

Good agreement Good agreement 
between (1) and (3)between (1) and (3)

scale violation is smallscale violation is small
1/a=2GeV is good1/a=2GeV is good

Finite volume effectFinite volume effect
appears below & near Tappears below & near Tcc
volume size is importantvolume size is important
V=(2fm)V=(2fm)33 is necessary.is necessary.
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Trace anomaly   ( e - 3p )/T4 on aniso. lattice
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(1) (1) ξξ=4, 1/a=4, 1/ass=2.0GeV, V=(2.0fm)=2.0GeV, V=(2.0fm)33

(2) (2) ξξ=1, 1/a=2.1GeV, V=(2.2fm)=1, 1/a=2.1GeV, V=(2.2fm)33

dotted lines : cubic splinedotted lines : cubic spline

beta function : obtained by rbeta function : obtained by r00/a/ass fitfit
rr00/a/assdata data H.MatsufuruH.Matsufuru et al. (et al. (’’01)01)

Anisotropic lattice is usefulAnisotropic lattice is useful
to increase Temp. resolution.to increase Temp. resolution.

is required is required 
in SU(3) gauge theory.in SU(3) gauge theory.

T.R.KlassenT.R.Klassen ((’’98)98)
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Pressure  &  Energy density
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IntegrationIntegration

is performed with the cubic is performed with the cubic 
spline of (espline of (e--3p)/T3p)/T44

Cubic spline Cubic spline vsvs trapezoidal trapezoidal inteinte..
yields small difference ~ 1yields small difference ~ 1σσ

Our results are roughlyOur results are roughly
consistent with previous results.consistent with previous results.

Unlike the fixed NUnlike the fixed Ntt approach,approach,
scale/temp. is not constant.scale/temp. is not constant.

Lattice artifacts increase Lattice artifacts increase 
as temperature increases.as temperature increases.

Our fixed scale approach with Our fixed scale approach with ““TT--integration methodintegration method”” works well !!works well !!
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Transition temperature at fixed scale
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TT--dependence ofdependence of
the (rotated) the (rotated) PolyakovPolyakov looploop

and its susceptibilityand its susceptibility

No renormalization is No renormalization is 
required required uptoupto overall factoroverall factor
due to the fixed scale.due to the fixed scale.

Rough estimation of Rough estimation of 
critical temperature critical temperature 

is possible.is possible.

TTcc = 280~300 = 280~300 MeVMeV
at at ββ=6.1, =6.1, ξξ=4=4
(SU(3) gauge theory)(SU(3) gauge theory)
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Static quark free energy at fixed scale
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Static quark free energies Static quark free energies 
at fixed scaleat fixed scale

Due to the fixed scale,Due to the fixed scale,
no no renomalizationrenomalization constantconstant
is required.is required.

small thermal effects in small thermal effects in V(rV(r))
at short distanceat short distance
(without any matching)(without any matching)

Easy to studyEasy to study
temperature effect of temperature effect of V(rV(r) ) 
without scale & volume effectswithout scale & volume effects

color singletcolor singlet
static quark free energy static quark free energy V(rV(r))
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Toward the EOS in Nf=2+1 QCD 
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Basic T=0 simulation:Basic T=0 simulation:
CPCP--PACS / JLQCD PACS / JLQCD CollabCollab. . NNff=2+1 study  =2+1 study  Phys. Rev. D78 (2008) 011502. Phys. Rev. D78 (2008) 011502. 

RGRG--improved Iwasaki glue + NP cloverimproved Iwasaki glue + NP clover--improved Wilson quarksimproved Wilson quarks
(2 fm)(2 fm)33 lattice,  a=0.07, 0.1, 0.12 fmlattice,  a=0.07, 0.1, 0.12 fm
mmpsps/m/mvv(LL)~0.63(LL)~0.63——0.77,  m0.77,  mpsps/m/mvv(SS)~0.68(SS)~0.68——0.750.75
configurations available on the ILDGconfigurations available on the ILDG

T>0 simulations: on 32T>0 simulations: on 3233 x Nx Ntt (N(Ntt=4, 6, ..., 14, 16) lattices=4, 6, ..., 14, 16) lattices

NtNt’’ss correspond to T~170correspond to T~170——700MeV700MeV
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Summary
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We adopt We adopt Fixed scale approachFixed scale approach
to study Hot (& dense) QCD with Wilsonto study Hot (& dense) QCD with Wilson--type quarkstype quarks

TT--integral method to study EOS works well in quenched QCDintegral method to study EOS works well in quenched QCD

We have already generated T>0 configurationsWe have already generated T>0 configurations

using CPusing CP--PACS/JLQCD parameter PACS/JLQCD parameter 
(N(Nff=2+1 =2+1 Clover+RGClover+RG, 1/a=3GeV, , 1/a=3GeV, pionpion mass ~ 500MeV) mass ~ 500MeV) 

Our final goal is to study thermodynamics onOur final goal is to study thermodynamics on

the physical point (the physical point (pionpion mass ~ 140MeV) mass ~ 140MeV) 
with Nwith Nff=2+1 Wilson quarks (PACS=2+1 Wilson quarks (PACS--CS)CS)

or    or    exact exact chiralchiral symmetry with Nsymmetry with Nff=2+1 Overlap quarks (JLQCD)=2+1 Overlap quarks (JLQCD)

We are looking for new ideas to study other physics on our We are looking for new ideas to study other physics on our configconfig..

( density correlations, J/psi suppression, finite density.( density correlations, J/psi suppression, finite density...)..)
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